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Carlson Software Investigations (CSI) 2004 is designed with powerful 
forensic diagraming capabilities to measure and map crime scenes 
and traffic accidents. CSI 2004 is ideal for city and county 
police departments, State Police and consulting 
firms engaged in accident reconstruction. 
CSI 2004 is an expansion of the Nikon AIMS 
and Sokkia LEA software packages. It is 
recommended that police departments 
with AIMS or LEA upgrade to CSI 2004.
New features in 
CSI 2004 include:
•Drawing Wizard easily steps the 
user from downloading to drawing 
in a matter of seconds

•Placement of photo images on the 
mapped accident scene

•Enhanced Accident Reconstruction 
Toolbox — Reports export to Word, 
simplified report personalization with 
custom tab labels, and custom user 
symbols

•Multiple “undos” & “redos” 
•A new on-line word processor streamlines 
accident narrative

•Supports all major brands of data collectors 
and data collection software including 
the new Carlson SurvCE and CG Field Plus 

•Updated database for speed-before-crash 
determinations, with dimensions on 
all major vehicles through 2003 

•Reads and writes true AutoCAD® drawings 
using the built in AutoCAD 2004 engine

For a demo CD or further information, 

New licenses are $1495.
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